me does not permit the umerating all conservaermodynamics is in, with e emphasis in thermal ed on the behavior of clasribed molecular systems elation between classical the behavior of large molerstanding ideal rubber ful a piece of physics as ng an ideal gas.) Relativectrostatics, important to tructure, is in. Complex imple physical systems is it the idea of constructntitative models as a part At an elementary level, ing laboratory experiapidly moving object and a useful model of hydrorbulent forces with the more quantitatively inclined premeds would certainly find the new curriculum of greater interest and benefit than the customary "physics for engisystems, and linear algebra as well as these topics presents introductory mathematics with as difficult a challenge as that presented to introductory "According to all known laws of physics it should be impossible for them to walk!" Many basic life processes can be understood using elementary physics. This course will not be so much about what happens in a cell (which is fascinating but the domain of a biology course) but about how it happens, quantitatively, using elementary physics. Students from other majors are encouraged to enroll. The course will be accessible to students from any major provided that the prerequisites have been taken. 
